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Summary:  We investigated the effects of friction 

and deformation in shock-generated damaged rocks us-
ing the iSALE shock physics code. Conversion from ki-
netic to internal energy in the target with strength during 
pressure release due to plastic work becomes significant 
for low-velocity impacts (10 km s-1). The impact veloc-
ity required for the reset of 40Ar–36Ar ages and incipient 
melting of the target with the 0.1 projectile mass is re-
duced from 8 to 2 km s–1 and 10 to 6 km s–1, respectively, 
when material strength is considered. This work has 
been accepted for publication in Geophysical Research 
Letters. [1] 

Introduction: Mutual collisions between two bod-
ies at speeds of several km s–1 cause significant heating 
of their surface materials [e.g., 2], resulting in the reset 
of 40Ar–36Ar age and the generation of impact melts. 
Since the degree of impact heating depends strongly on 
the impact velocity, analyses of such heated samples al-
low us to decode the impact environment in the solar 
system through its history [e.g., 3]. Understanding the 
impact velocities required for incipient and complete 
melting is necessary to extract the information about the 
impact environment from the occurrence of the Ar loss 
and melting in geologic samples.  

An analytical method, often referred to as the en-
tropy matching method [e.g., 2], has been widely used 
to obtain the peak pressures required for the incipient 
and complete melting by assuming that the shocked ma-
terials expand adiabatically (dS = 0, where S is specific 
entropy) to the reference volume. It is widely believed 
that the isentropic assumption is valid for relatively-
high velocity impacts.   

Recent laboratory [4] and numerical [5] experiments 
have demonstrated that the degree of impact heating in 
the target with strength could be higher than the predic-
tion by the entropy matching method. Such unexpected 
additional heating has not been recognized in a number 
of one-dimensional shock-recovery experiments, possi-
bly because the amount of permissible volumetric strain 
in the 1-D experiments is much smaller than the case of 
3-D deformation during natural impacts. Although the 
previous studies [4, 5] did not address how the material 
strength enhances impact melting, their new findings 
are important in terms of the decode of the impact envi-
ronment. 
In this study, we investigated how material strength af-
fects the degree of impact heating using the iSALE 
shock physics [6-8] code combined with a simple well-
established constitutive model.  

Numerical model: The strength model for rocks [7, 
9] and ANEOS [15] for dunite [16] were applied for 
both projectile and target. Figure 1a shows the stress-
strength curve employed in our numerical model. We 
used the Lundborg strength model [10] for intact rocks 
and the Coulomb friction law for damaged rocks. A 
damage parameter D was introduced to combine the two 
models depending on temporal volumetric strain. Since 
the damage parameter D near the impact point reaches 
unity immediately after the shock-wave arrival, we fo-
cused only on the effects of yield strength of the dam-
aged rocks Yd on the additional heating. The yield 
strength Yd is well known as the Coulomb friction law 
Yd = Ycoh+µdamP, where Ycoh, µdam, and P are the cohesion, 
internal friction and temporal pressure, respectively. 
Although we varied µdam from 10-4 to 0.6 to systemati-
cally explore the role of Yd on impact heating [1], the 
results in the cases of purely hydrodynamic and µdam = 
0.6 are only presented in this abstract. A thermal soften-
ing model was also used to reproduce the strength be-
havior around the melting temperature. The more details 
can be found in [1]. Figure 1b shows the Hugoniot curve 
on an entropy-pressure (S-P) plane. The entropies re-
quired for the rapid Ar loss SAr, incipient and complete 
melting Sim and Scm were determined based on the tem-
peratures for such changes at 105 Pa. 

 
Fig. 1. (a) The stress-strength curve used in the compu-
tation. (b) The Hugoniot curve for dunite. The entropies 
required for Ar loss, incipient and complete melting are 
indicated as vertical lines.  
 

Calculation conditions: We only considerd vertical 
impacts of spherical projectiles onto flat targets in cy-
lindrical coordinate. We divided a projectile into 50 
cells per projectile radius. The impact velocity vimp was 
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varied from 1 to 20 km/s. A uniform initial temperature 
220 K was assumed. Lagrangian tracers were inserted 
into computational cells. We stored the temporal spatial 
position, pressure, and entropy of each tracer. 

Data analyses: We calculated the mass experiencing 
rapid Ar loss, MAr and the melting mass Mmelt using the 
tracers. MAr was calculated as the sum of the tracer mass 
m for S > SAr; Mmelt was calculated using the lever rule. 
The melts produced by the partial melting of the heated 
targets were also included in our calculation. 

Results: Figures 2ab show snapshots at 6 km s–1 
without strength and for µdam = 0.6, respectively. The 
entropies for µdam = 0.6 are much higher than those in 
the hydrodynamic case. Figures 2cd show temporal var-
iations in entropy in the S–P plane shown in Figs 2a and 
2b, respectively. We found that the entropy gradually 
increases during pressure release in the case of µdam = 
0.6 (Fig. 2d). Some of the tracers eventually exceed SAr 
and Sim. In contrast, Fig. 2c shows the entropy is mostly 
preserved during pressure release in the hydrodynamic 
case.  

Figures 3ab show MAr and Mmelt as functions of vimp, 
respectively. We estimated the velocities when MAr and 
Mmelt exceed 10 wt% of the projectile mass as the im-
pact-velocity thresholds vAr and vmelt in this study. The 
rate of increase in MAr and Mmelt decreases with increas-
ing vimp because the thermal softening effectively occurs 
for relatively high-velocity impacts. The vAr and vmelt are 
estimated to be 8 and 10 km/s, respectively, in the hy-
drodynamic case. For µdam = 0.6, vAr and vmelt signifi-
cantly decrease to 2 and 6 km/s, respectively. 

Discussion and Conclusions: The additional heat-
ing in the targets with strength becomes obvious for rel-
atively-low velocity impacts. This comes from the fact 
that the impact-induced melting occurs during pressure 
release from the peak shock state to the reference state. 
Since the shocked materials are in a solid state under 
relatively-low shock compression, friction and plastic 
deformation produce the additional heat in an impact-
driven flow field. The plastic work estrength is roughly ex-
pressed as estrength = eYd/r, where r and e are the density 
and volumetric strain, respectively. The expected tem-
perature rise DT is approximated as DT =estrength/Cp, 
where Cp ~ 1000 J/K/kg is the isobaric specific heat. 
When we assumed e ~ 1 and time-independent, DT is 
estimated to be ~103 K at a temporal pressure of 10 GPa. 
Thus, the plastic work during the pressure release is ex-
pected to be sufficient to produce the additional heating 
observed in our numerical experiments.  

The velocity thresholds vAr and vmelt for geological 
materials, as obtained by the entropy matching method, 
would need to be significantly revised using shock 
physics codes combined with constitutive models.  

 
Fig. 2. (Upper) Snap shots. (Lower) Thermodynamic 
histories of the tracers initially located at a horizontal 
distance of 0.76 projectile radius. The trajectories and 
S-P histories of selected five tracers are also shown as 
black filled circles.  

 
Fig. 3. (a) MAr  and (b) Mmelt  as a function of impact 
velocity. The impact velocity for oblique impacts are 
also shown on upper X axis. 

 
In addition, our results imply that we should choice con-
sti tutive models for shock physics codes with close at-
tention to details. 
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